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Larger Project

- REACCH Objective 4
  - Goal to collect information
  - My contribution
My research will collect background information about experimental and behavioral economics in order to propose an application and process appropriate for collecting information needed by the REACCH project.
Visual Representation
Objectives

- Collect information about the theory and application of experimental and behavioral economics.
- Propose an application and process appropriate for collecting information needed by the REACCH project.
  - AgTools
Behavioral Economics
Proposed Application and Process

- Individual survey in groups across regions
- Comprehensive demographic data
- Adjusted management schedule
- Introduce climate change related scenario
  - Scenario options
Conclusions

- Research implications
- Limitations
- Potential ethical implications
What I Learned

- The use of experimental and behavioral economics is increasing
- Skills learned in research and process
- Other skills learned
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